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7. Conclusion

Papua New Guinea remains a country in which more than 80 per cent of the 
population live in the countryside on smallholdings. However with a rapidly 
increasing population of more than seven million, it is not a place where the 
bulk of the population exists at rising standards of welfare. A recent Australian 
Agency for International Development (AusAID) report claims that:

The Pacific as a whole is significantly off track to meet the MDGs 
[Millenium Development Goals] by 2015 …. Of greatest concern are 
[PNG] and Timor-Leste, two significant countries which are both off 
track on almost all MDGs.1

Other accounts have portrayed a people divided into two nations, comprising 
‘a wealthy elite’ with the bulk of the population living in rural ‘villages … and 
shanty township settlements’, with ‘fair nutrition’ but little else, ‘among the 
poorest people in the world’.2 At best, PNG is a country which struggles to 
‘come back from the brink’ of even greater decline, relative to other countries.3

In such circumstances a prescription for an aid program appears which would 
not have been out of place in policy documents of the 1950s. A 2005 report 
prepared for a White Paper on Australia’s aid program emphasised that:

It is important to the overall stability of PNG to recognise the on-going 
importance of village agriculture, and to ensure that the aid program 
does not undermine its role by inflating expectations that are illusory. 
It is clear that, even on the most favourable assumptions about growth, 
village agriculture will continue to sustain the overwhelming majority 
of Papua New Guineans for the foreseeable future.4

In this book I have argued that at least until Independence in 1975, the 
attachment to land of most of the country’s people was to a considerable extent 
the effect of late colonial policy and practices. This policy direction was carried 

1 AusAID Tracking development and governance in the Pacific (Canberra: AusAID, August 2009) p. 1. For a 
more recent, slightly more optimistic assessment regarding several of the seven Goals, see: United Nations 
Papua New Guinea ‘PNG Progress: MDGs Status at a glance: PNG’s progress towards achieving the MDGs’ 
retrieved 12 September 2012 at <http://www.un.org.pg/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id
=58&Itemid=24>
2 Helen Hughes and Susan Windybank ‘Papua New Guinea’s Choice A Tale of Two Nations’ Issue Analysis 
31 May 2008, no. 58, p. 1 
3 Helen Hughes ‘Can Papua New Guinea Come Back from the Brink?’ Issue Analysis 13 July 2004, no. 49, 
following Susan Windybank and Mike Manning ‘Papua New Guinea on the Brink’ Issue Analysis 12 March 
2003, no. 30, which began with the assertion that: ‘(PNG) shows every sign of following its Melanesian 
neighbour, the Solomon Islands, down the path to economic paralysis, government collapse and social despair’. 
4 Alan Morris and Rob Stewart Papua New Guinea Analytical Report for the White Paper on Australia’s aid 
program (Canberra: AusAID, September 2005) pp. 9–18
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out in the name of development. While before World War II and during the 
military conflict rural households were under threat of being separated from 
land, until at least the mid-1960s the position was reversed. After the war, 
and particularly from the 1950s until the mid-1960s, the Australian colonial 
administration aimed to secure households on smallholdings at increased levels 
of production and with higher living standards.

As noted here, the modern idea of development was invented in the early 
nineteenth century to deal with conditions of unemployment and disorder 
in rapidly industrialising Western Europe. The idea subsequently travelled 
widely, including to Australia in the twentieth century. There it was further 
reformed, for dealing with conditions in postwar Australia and for the colony 
of Papua as well as for the UN Trust Territory of New Guinea. In what became 
after 1949 a unified territory for administration purposes, development meant 
securing ‘the paramountcy of native interests’ through colonial trusteeship, or 
guardianship. The ‘natives’ whose ‘interests’ were to be given primacy occupied 
smallholdings and applied family labour processes to reproduce consumption.

However much colonial development policy appeared driven by a desire to 
conserve, maintaining what might be regarded as a peasant way of life, this 
is a misunderstanding of what was intended. Particularly during the 1950s 
under uniform development policy, the colonial administration aimed to 
shift households into increased production of immediately consumed, as 
well as locally and internationally marketed crops. The change was regarded 
as a rejection of the static character of production in peasant agriculture. 
With intensified coordination and supervision by the colonial administration 
smallholders throughout PNG were to raise production of a range of crops, 
including cocoa, coffee and copra. Increased production was to be joined with 
increased consumption and improved welfare, transcending what were also 
seen as the relatively static living standards of peasant households.

In order to secure households at higher living standards with increased output 
of agricultural products, colonial development policy also included measures to 
restrain, even block, forms of capitalist enterprise which might have deleterious 
effects for the scheme of smallholder production. While maintaining competition 
among firms that traded in smallholder produce and consumption goods, as well 
as in processing of crops, colonial officials erected barriers against other forms 
of enterprise. These barriers were especially pronounced over the acquisition 
of land for large holdings or plantations. There was nothing socialist about the 
measures but a largely successful effort by liberal developers to prevent the 
centralised and concentrated forms of capitalist production that could threaten 
household occupation of land.
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By the late 1950s and early 1960s, the successes of colonial policy were apparent. 
Increased smallholder production was acknowledged by Australian and World 
Bank officials. However important limits had been reached which reduced the 
possibilities of further growth. With the departure of the Minister, Hasluck, 
and others who had been central for uniform development policy, a major 
change could take place to raise growth rates. This change was characterised 
as accelerated development. Built upon what had already been achieved in 
terms of economic growth and improved living standards, the new direction 
meant encouraging further increases in areas where smallholder production 
was already most advanced. A major mineral deposit was explored, proven, 
approved for operation and established at Panguna, on Bougainville. Oil palm 
and tea plantings were made on nucleus estates. Indigenous capitalists were 
encouraged, especially in large holding agriculture and also in urban enterprises.

Political institutions, particularly the parliament, executive and administration 
were reformed, with a substantial expansion of the electoral process which 
tied rural households into the reformed state. A new generation of indigenous 
leaders came to the fore, characterised not merely by age differences with the 
previous incumbents but also because they linked political and commercial 
ambitions to further their accumulation. An increasingly prominent indigenous 
bourgeoisie acquired a substantial hold upon state power just as the state was 
being reformed to accommodate self-government and national independence. 
The growing struggle over land among households as well as between these and 
other indigenes with large holding ambitions became especially prominent as 
expatriates and international firms relinquished ownership of substantial areas 
of the most fertile soil.

With this struggle dominating in the countryside, plus growing unemployment 
and impoverishment in urban and rural areas as the political transition to 
independence was being negotiated, development as official policy and practice 
became especially uncertain. While development remained the principal desired 
objective of the departing colonial officials and the ascending indigenous 
leadership, distinct and different views emerged as to what this might mean in 
the independent nation-state.

One source of views was the international advice received and which appeared 
during 1973 in the influential Faber Report. More important, however, for 
shaping future policy was the tussle between indigenous leaders over electoral 
and parliamentary power, the institutional structure of the new state and state 
policy directions generally. This tussle included separatist and secessionist 
demands which culminated in the new nation state having a unitary constitution 
but with substantial powers for provincial governments inscribed at the centre 
of this state. Independence arrived with the prospect that provincial level 
officeholders could play a major role determining national policy regarding 
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mining, agriculture and other industries. After 1975, the consequences of the 
newly adopted constitutional arrangements by way of a reduced state capacity 
to coordinate and supervise smallholder agriculture became apparent.

Among the questions raised by the argument advanced here is if and to what 
extent the effects of colonialism over the 30 postwar years in PNG are better 
described in comparative terms that include more than just this country. 
The question which was posed in the Introduction (Did colonialism bring 
development?) as well as the claims made by Hughes and others invite an 
answer. The conclusion constructed here suggests that colonialism did bring 
development, even as what was intended and occurred had distinct phases 
across the postwar years.

If this conclusion is accepted then a major comparative question arises. How 
should this late colonial state be considered? Should the colonial state from at 
least 1945 until Independence be categorised as belonging to the lineage of what 
has become known as the developmental state?

The Developmental State Debate and PNG

 In its contemporary form, this debate commenced in the early 1980s regarding 
Japan and was subsequently extended to other countries undergoing 
manufacturing industrialisation.5 As the originator of the description, academic 
Chalmers Johnson subsequently emphasised:

I invoked the concept of “developmental state” to characterize the role 
the Japanese state played in Japan’s extraordinary and unexpected post-
war enrichment. I never said or implied that the state was solely [emphasis 
in original: SM] responsible for Japan’s economic achievements or that 
it behaved like the state in command economies in assigning tasks and 
duties to the Japanese people.6

Or as Johnson also stated: ‘The essence of the argument is that credit for 
the postwar Japanese economic “miracle” should go primarily to conscious 
and consistent governmental policies dating from at least the 1920s’.7 The 

5 For some of the extensive literature, see: Chalmers Johnson MITI and the Japanese Miracle: The Growth of 
Industrial Policy, 1925–1975 (Stanford University Press, 1982); Alice H Amsden Asia’s Next Giant: South Korea 
and Late Industrialization (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989); Robert Wade Governing the Market: 
Economic Theory and the Role of Government in East Asian Industrialization (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1990); Jung-en Woo Race to the Swift: State and Finance in Korean Industrialization (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1991); Yu-Shan Wu Comparative Economic Transformations: Mainland China, Hungary, the 
Soviet Union, and Taiwan (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994); Chalmers Johnson Japan, Who Governs? 
The Rise of the Developmental State (New York: Norton, 1995). 
6 Johnson ‘The Developmental State’ pp. 33–34
7 Johnson ‘The Developmental State’ p. 37
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developmental state is a description of one form of the capitalist state, distinct 
from other forms, including what Johnson termed the regulatory state of the 
USA. The main point of his distinction was to ‘go beyond the contrast between 
the American and Soviet economies’ which ‘had become a feature of virtually all 
the canonical works [mainly by economists: SM] of the American side during the 
cold war’.8 He made the deliberate distinction between forms of the capitalist 
state and socialist states, with the developmental state a particular instance of 
the former. In other words, the developmental state as conceived by Chalmers 
Johnson is subject to the authority of capital.9

So too, as has been pointed out repeatedly in this study, was the late colonial state 
in PNG. From the postwar re-establishment of capital’s authority worldwide, 
through international commodity markets, financial and political institutions, 
this subjection was never in doubt. A principal objective of colonial authority 
was to ensure that households produced for markets as well as for immediate 
non-marketed consumption and also to purchase goods including those 
produced by industrial processes elsewhere. To repeat a conclusion explained 
previously, and for more than PNG, rural household labour was subsumed by 
capital without separation from occupation and ownership of land. Along the 
lines of arguments developed earlier by Jairus Banaji and Michael Cowen, there 
is no:

essential form of the subjection of labour to capital, since there is 
only the necessity of the production of surplus value where capital 
prevails. The centralised large holdings and factories so important in 
the European experience which appears in the formulation by Marx of 
the abstractions capital and labour are not essential to the abstractions.10

One effect of Johnson’s purpose, to counter the arguments of the economists 
with whom he disagreed, is that he too took on board the preoccupation with 
growth, having to explain why growth occurred in the Japanese ‘miracle’. 
Economic growth and economic development tended to be elided in his account, 
and that of most others who have followed.11

However in the description presented here I have been at pains to point out 
that for late colonial policy and practice development was more than growth 

8 Johnson ‘The Developmental State’ p. 32
9 Cowen & Shenton Doctrines p. xv 
10 Thompson & MacWilliam ‘Introduction’ in Thompson & MacWilliam The Political Economy of Papua New 
Guinea p. 6 and ch. 4 ‘Household Production in the Countryside’ pp. 120–155; Banaji Theory as History esp. 
ch. 2 ‘Modes of Production in a Materialist Conception of History’. For Cowen’s extensive list of publications 
on households in Kenya, see Bob Shenton ‘Obituary’ The Journal of Peasant Studies July 2000, vol. 27, no. 4, 
pp. 163–166.
11 For another instance, see Atul Kohli ‘Where Do High-Growth Political Economies Come From? The 
Japanese Lineage of Korea’s Developmental State’ in Woo-Cumings (ed.) The Developmental State pp. 93–136.
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and more than economic. As Territories Minister Hasluck stated in 1956, ‘the 
problems that may be set up by the early creation of a landless, urban proletariat’ 
had to be anticipated, not by intention which was repressive but by paying:

regard to the risks [to] which the individual and the group will be 
exposed in the course of the transition. We have to be careful that they 
do not lose their social anchorage in the village before we can be sure 
that they find an equally safe social anchorage … as wage-earners in the 
town.12

The growth with which Johnson and others have been primarily concerned 
was manufacturing industrialisation in countries with substantial urban 
populations and extensive wage labour employees. The developmental state 
debate has so far focused upon the capitalist firms, zaibatsu and chaebol in the 
Japanese and South Korean cases, which owned and organised production and 
trade to increase output and consumption of manufactured commodities. In 
PNG, as documented here, an agrarian rather than a manufacturing doctrine 
of development was predominant instead. This doctrine emphasised increased 
smallholder production of crops for local consumption and for exports.

At least until the late 1960s, when forms of industrialisation were encouraged 
in mining, agriculture and some limited import substituting manufacturing, 
manufacturing development was not the direction followed in PNG. Nor was 
Australian policy for the colony neo-mercantilist, discouraging imports and 
subsidising exports as characterised the ‘miracle’ developmental states of East 
Asia. Even where expanded production was for local consumption, as in the 
case of initial attempts to promote colonial self-sufficiency in rice, increased 
imports of the same product were also encouraged.

Further, the colonial state in PNG was not constructed in competition with, 
even in opposition to other national states and their economies, as has been 
emphasised for the initial exemplars of the developmental state. The state of this 
particular colony was not, as Woo-Cumings has described the origins of East 
Asian developmental states, an ‘idiosyncratic response to a world dominated 
by the West’ where ‘state policies continue to be justified by the need to hone 
the region’s economic competitiveness and by a residual nationalism’.13 Even if 
anti-colonial nationalism, expressed by Australian officials including Minister 
Hasluck, by expatriates in PNG and by indigenes, was a continuing theme 

12 Hasluck ‘Australian Policy in Papua and New Guinea’ George Judah Cohen Memorial Lecture presented 
at University of Sydney 4 October 1956.
13 Woo-Cummings ‘Introduction: Chalmers Johnson and the Politics of Nationalism and Development’ in 
Woo-Cumings (ed.) The Developmental State p. 1
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affecting development policy for the colony it was never as strong or influential 
as in the independent nation-states of the debate either in East Asia or Central 
and South America.14

Finally, last but not least in this brief introduction to what hopefully will lead 
to further consideration of whether and in what circumstances the colonial state 
should be considered as belonging to the lineage of developmental states, there 
is the matter of agency. As Meredith Woo-Cumings explained: ‘“Developmental 
state” is a shorthand for the seamless web of political, bureaucratic, and 
moneyed influences that structures economic life in capitalist Northeast Asia’.15 
For Chalmers Johnson there are two central dimensions to why and how the 
Japanese state was developmental. Firstly, as Johnson’s initial study emphasised, 
there was a pilot organisation, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
(MITI), at the centre of the Japanese bureaucracy which planned, coordinated 
and arranged in concert with the most important firms the direction of postwar 
recovery and subsequent expansion. With staff recruited from the top Japanese 
universities and a budget substantially quarantined from the vagaries of electoral 
and parliamentary politics, MITI was in an especially powerful position in a 
bureaucracy that had been strengthened by the Allied occupation. In particular 
the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (SCAP) had reduced the political 
power of the Japanese military and the commercial importance of the zaibatsu 
over government economic decisions.

Secondly, as Johnson summarised his earlier argument, there was: ‘A political 
system in which the bureaucracy is given sufficient scope to take initiative and 
operate effectively. This means … that the legislative and judicial branches of 
government must be restricted to “safety valve” functions’.16

While there is as yet no comparable history for the Department of Territories, 
its consistent budgetary increases and the eventual shift to raising more taxes 
within the colony placed this department in a powerful position. Staff shortages 
in the metropole and the colony, as well as the limited role played by the 
small Australian university system in producing graduates for colonial service 
constrained the Department and the Administration’s effectiveness. Nevertheless 
and particularly with Hasluck at its head, Territories exerted centralised control, 
marginalised political opposition and was able to allocate a mainly instrumental 
purpose to private firms. As in Japan, South Korea and other developmental 
states, the Department and the colonial administration were not restrained 
by popular democratic forces. In the national Australian parliament, while 
Hasluck was Minister, there was continuing parliamentary support from the 

14 Ben Ross Schneider ‘The Desarrollista State in Brazil and Mexico’ in Woo-Cummings (ed.) The 
Developmental State ch. 9, pp. 276–305
15 Woo-Cumings ‘Introduction’ p. 1
16 Johnson ‘The Developmental State’ p. 38
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ALP opposition for the policy direction being followed.17 Colonial trusteeship 
or Hasluck’s preferred guardianship was based in legal authority. The direction 
received strong international support as well as continuing approval in the 
metropolitan country.

Conclusion

A more detailed consideration of the colonial state in PNG can not appear here. 
Perhaps these remarks will encourage others to consider whether during at least 
a major part of the postwar years in and for PNG the appellation developmental 
state is appropriate. In so doing, Bruce Cumings’ advice, to recall the European 
origins of developmental state practice should be taken seriously. He correctly 
concludes that ‘whatever we might say about Japan’s state-directed development, 
it is or ought to be understood as a variant of the European continental tradition 
and not something sui generis’.18 That is, the policies and practices described 
as the developmental state have a lineage and there is no worthwhile reason 
why this lineage should be confined either territorially or in time as long as 
capitalism’s association with development continues.

Cumings’ point should also be extended to recall that the idea of development 
itself which now has such a global reach was invented in the circumstances of early 
nineteenth century Europe. When scholars and others speak and write about 
the uniqueness of the country or area of which they are specialists, this is almost 
always done with ideas which contain their origins. So too with government 
policies carried out in the name of development. Hopefully understanding 
development’s history will be enriched by extending its consideration to this 
South Pacific country during the 30 years after World War II.

17 A point dealt with in some detail in my forthcoming ‘Conservative Hero or Liberal Developer: Locating 
Paul Hasluck’.
18 Bruce Cumings ‘Webs with No Spiders, Spiders with No Webs: The Genealogy of the Developmental 
State’ in Woo-Cumings (ed.) The Developmental State p. 62




